
INT. HOTEL BALLROOM -- NIGHT

ZIGGY, CLAYTON, GARRETT and RODGER, members of the band¬† NEW 
BREED, sit at a press conference after a show. The room is 
packed with various media members waiting to speak to them. 
Their manager DONNY grabs a microphone and sits next the 
band...

DONNY
Okay ladies and gentleman the band 
has no opening statement so 
questions will be open in a moment, 
please keep all swings above the 
belt.

There is a small chuckle from the band and the media.

DONNY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
Okay let's start it down front 
here.

Donny points to a media member.

MEDIA MEMBER #1
Okay thanks, my question is for 
Ziggy.

Ziggy perks up in his chair.

ZIGGY
Go ahead darlin'.

Ziggy grabs a cigarette and lights it.

MEDIA MEMBER #1
Ziggy, this show here at the 
Winslow marks New Breed's five year 
anniversary. Seeing how far you've 
come in just half a decade what has 
been your favorite moment of your 
career so far?

ZIGGY
Why are you just asking me? There's 
three other people in this band. 
Why not ask all of us?

MEDIA MEMBER #1
I'm sorry I just thought that you 
could give a good perspective.

ZIGGY
Well here's my perspective, I don't 
have one.



Ziggy takes a long drag from the cigarette.

ZIGGY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
We have a lot left to do, a lot 
left to change. Ask me again in 
five more years maybe I'll have an 
answer. Next question.¬†

DONNY
Let's go with Gerry in the back.

GERRY
Thanks Don, So guys you just 
released the Piss and Moan album 
less than eight months ago and have 
been touring since then. What can 
we expect from your next upcoming 
album?

GARRETT
Fucking fireworks my friend, 
fireworks.

CLAYTON
I think what Garrett is trying to 
say is that this album, like all 
the others, is a rhythmic and vocal 
punch in the mouth.

ZIGGY
It's gonna be a lot of stuff that 
didn't make it on the last album 
but with a twist.

RODGER
Yeah I definitely have to agree 
with-

GARRETT
Next question.

DONNY
Oh okay, dead center three rows 
back.

MEDIA MEMBER #2
Ziggy, you've been married for over 
two years now to your wife, Polly.

ZIGGY
Very happily, yes.

MEDIA MEMBER #2
You also have twins at home.
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ZIGGY
Penny and Kurtis, they're my light 
for sure.

MEDIA MEMBER #2
So now with a full family at home 
and tour in full swing, how does a 
twenty-four year old like you keep 
everything in perspective?

ZIGGY
Well before anything else comes my 
family those are the people closest 
to me, I would be nothing without 
them. My band is also the vehicle I 
used to arrive here so I owe these 
brothers of mine a lot too. It's a 
delicate balance for sure.

Ziggy looks around at Clayton, Garrett and Rodger smiling 
awkwardly.

MEDIA MEMBER #2
Well with all of this in your life 
do you find your lung pain getting 
worse?

ZIGGY
Excuse me?

MEDIA MEMBER #2
It's well documented you have 
tremendous lung pain and have used 
drugs in the past to help cope-

ZIGGY
Get the fuck out of here. Get out!

Ziggy gets up angry, Clayton and Garrett hold him back, after 
a second Ziggy gives up the struggle.

ZIGGY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
You know what? Fuck this media 
bullshit. I don't fucking need this 
right now.

Ziggy storms off the rest of the band following him.

DONNY
Well that concludes this then 
ladies and gentlemen, goodnight.

Donny quickly goes after the band.
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INT. NEW BREED'S HOTEL ROOM -- NIGHT

Clayton, Garrett, and Rodger are standing around in the 
living room of the suite. Donny bursts in the front door...

DONNY
Where the fuck is he?! Huh?! Thinks 
he can pull shit like that...

Donny goes out onto the balcony, Ziggy is on the phone 
smoking another cigarette.

ZIGGY
(on the phone)

I'll be there soon sweetheart...

DONNY
Give me that!

Donny grabs the phone and chucks it back inside.

ZIGGY
What the fuck is your problem 
Donny?

DONNY
My problem?! What the fuck is your 
problem. This isn't fucking fantasy 
land you can't just do that at a 
press conference!

ZIGGY
She had no right to do that!

DONNY
Do what? State facts about your 
life. About your family? About your 
health?

Ziggy stares off at the ground, upset.

DONNY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
You can't get mad at the press if 
they tell you something you know is 
true. No matter how bad it stings 
you can't lose your cool like that. 
For all we know she was fucking 
prodding you out there. And you 
know what? If so, she looks like a 
genius right now, making you go ape 
like that. You're just lucky she 
left the whole Polly situation out 
of it.
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ZIGGY
What situation?

DONNY
You can't bullshit the person who's 
job it is to know your bullshit. 
Where is she right now? Hm? Was 
that her on the damn phone? Looking 
for a contact around here to go get 
loaded, huh?

ZIGGY
Get the fuck out.

DONNY
No, No I wont. You know why I 
won't? Cause' I own your ass. I own 
you now. You thought you could be 
this big and still maintain 
independence? Get the fuck out of 
here with that shit. You know what 
that is? Fucking pixie dust.

ZIGGY
If you won't go I will.

DONNY
No, you're gonna stay here. Like I 
tell you to. I have to go return a 
phone call. When I get back we are 
gonna have a long talk about what 
it means to be part of something 
bigger and how you can stop being 
so fucking selfish.

Ziggy's eyes water.

DONNY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
Learn how to behave.

Donny leaves, slamming the door behind him. There is a 
silence.

CLAYTON
So who were you on the phone with 
Zig?

ZIGGY
My kids, their birthday is 
tomorrow, their gonna be three.

Ziggy sits on the bed completely still, his arms limp.
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GARRETT
Yo, fuck that guy Zig, we don't 
even need him. We can still fire 
him we are signed to the label not 
him.

There is a silence.

ZIGGY
Do you guys remember Rover?

CLAYTON
The band we opened for at the Neon 
Palm? That was like our third show 
together.

GARRETT
To be honest I barely remember it. 
Kinda fuzzy. I remember more than 
Rodge though, he wasn't even one of 
us back then. Ha.

RODGER
Oh c'mon with that.

GARRETT
Just saying.

ZIGGY
I remember it. I remember thinking 
that I wanted nothing more to play 
our four song set in front of those 
people. And once we got out there 
it's like everything slowed way 
down...I was happy. Nothing could 
touch me, not the critics, not my 
parents, not my fucking lungs, 
nothing. I don't really feel that 
anymore.¬†

CLAYTON
I think it's safe to say the music 
has changed for all of us by this 
point. This isn't the Starch 
mixtape and playing the Neon Palm 
on Friday nights. This is the 
already multi-platinum Piss and 
Moan Album and a arena tour that 
sold out in two minutes. This is 
the big time.

GARRETT
(to Clayton)

Did you show him the cover?
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ZIGGY
Cover of what?

CLAYTON
Donny say not until after the 
presser tonight. I guess I should 
now.

Clayton goes over to a small box on the table he takes a 
magazine out.

CLAYTON(CONT.) (CONT’D)
This is gonna be out in a week, 
Rolling Stone said it's gonna sell 
like hot cakes.

Clayton hands it to Ziggy. The cover is the band dressed in 
leather jackets with Ziggy in the middle. The title is THE 
MEN WHO SAVED ROCK MUSIC.

ZIGGY
What the fuck is this?

GARRETT
This is verification man, this is 
what we have been working for.

ZIGGY
I don't wanna be some glorified 
fucking deity. I just wanted to 
make music, that's all.

RODGER
You can't be mad that your music 
became famous. You put it out 
there, the public was always gonna 
see it.

GARRETT
Pipe the fuck down Rodger.

RODGER
Okay dude what's your fucking 
problem. Just say it I'm sick of 
your bullshit quips at me.

GARRETT
Ever since you got here I always 
felt like you didn't belong. You 
weren't here when we were fucking 
broke barely living show to show 
always praying we have just enough 
gas to get to the venue. 

(MORE)
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You just showed up out of nowhere 
and expected to become one of us 
instantly. Well your not, you never 
will.

ZIGGY
Garrett back off. I asked Rodger to 
be in the band, I needed him. So if 
you have a problem with him talk to 
me.

Garrett backs off still miffed. Ziggy grabs his chest in 
pain.

CLAYTON
You alright?

ZIGGY
Yeah just a passing pain give me a 
sec.

It subsides and Ziggy recovers.

CLAYTON
That shit scares me I don't wanna 
have to drag your ass to the 
doctor.

Ziggy chuckles.

ZIGGY
Well if you had to all you would 
need is one good arm.

Ziggy and Clayton both laugh.

CLAYTON
Yeah what are you coming in at 
these days.

ZIGGY
A cool 140.

CLAYTON
You weigh as much as my nephew but 
you're ten years older than him.

ZIGGY
Everyone is a different shape and 
size brother.

There is a large banging at the door. Ziggy and Clayton loose 
the happiness in their faces...

GARRETT (CONT'D)
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CLAYTON
I'll get it-

ZIGGY
No. Let me do this.

Ziggy goes over and opens the door, thinking it's Donny. He 
looks to find POLLY somewhat strung out at the door.

ZIGGY (CONT’D)
Oh hey there.

POLLY
Don't fucking give me that. who do 
you think you are?

ZIGGY
You're pretty fucked up I can see 
it.

POLLY
You're the fucked up one! Filing 
for a divorce in the middle of the 
tour?! Are you fucking nuts?!

ZIGGY
Come inside, c'mon don't make a 
scene.

POLLY
I'll do what I want I don't have to 
listen-

ZIGGY
Please.

Ziggy grabs Polly pulls her inside past the guys and into the 
bedroom, slamming the door behind him.

ZIGGY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
Now, explain to me what the problem 
is?

POLLY
You wanna fucking split up, that's 
my fucking problem.

ZIGGY
I still don't know what the fuck 
your talking about!?

POLLY
And you know what? It's not even 
the divorce really. 

(MORE)
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It's the fact you wouldn't even 
tell me yourself, sending you're 
little messengers to talk to me, 
what a pussy.

ZIGGY
Who talked to you? I wanna know who 
told you this.

POLLY
Fucking Donny, who else?

ZIGGY
I'm gonna fucking kill him.

POLLY
Wait, no-

Ziggy bursts out of the bedroom and sees the guys...

CLAYTON
What's going on bud?

ZIGGY
Donny told my fucking wife I want a 
divorce! I'll be back, someone 
watch her shes pretty sloppy right 
now.

GARRETT
Zig wait-

Ziggy leaves the room and takes off down the hall.

INT. HOTEL BAR -- NIGHT

Donny is sitting at a table in the bar talking to VALLORY, a 
girl too young to be there. Ziggy sees him and rushes over 
over to him...

DONNY
Have you even been in a situation 
like this?

VALLORY
No, not really?

DONNY
Have you even been with someone 
famous like me?

POLLY (CONT'D)
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VALLORY
No not really, I'm not really 
experienced. When do I get to meet 
the band?

DONNY
Right after you do a little 
something for me.

Donny puts his hand on the girl's knee.

VALLORY
Oh okay, then- Ziggy!

DONNY
What? No.

Donny turns around to see Ziggy violently upset.

DONNY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
I'm busy, go away.

ZIGGY
We need to have a fucking word, 
now!

DONNY
Are you kidding me?

Ziggy gives him a death stare.

DONNY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
Fine, fine. I'll be right back 
sweetheart.

Ziggy points Donny in a direction, Donny starts to walk, 
Ziggy stays behind a second.

ZIGGY
You a fan?

VALLORY
Biggest in the world.

ZIGGY
Really? What was our first album?

VALLORY
Technically, it was Ass Fault. 
Everyone thinks it was Late Bloomer 
but that was the first one with the 
label. The label didn't re-release 
it until after Late Bloomer which 
throws everyone.
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ZIGGY
Except you...You're a cool kid, if 
you ever wanna babysit my kids give 
me a call.

Ziggy writes his number on a napkin, the leaves. The girl 
looks at the napkin in awe of the exchange.

EXT. HOTEL ALLEY -- NIGHT

Donny stands, impatient, waiting for Ziggy. Ziggy finally 
exits the hotel...

DONNY
What's with you and the fucking 
tantrums today.

Ziggy grabs Donny and throws him into a dumpster, knocking 
him to the ground.

DONNY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
You're out of fucking line.

ZIGGY
Oh I'm the one out of line?! Are 
you fucking kidding?! I know what 
you said to Polly.

DONNY
What are you talking about?

ZIGGY
You told her I wanted to get 
divorced?! Who do you think you 
are?!

DONNY
C'mon who are you kidding, you two 
are a time bomb. Always getting 
really fucked and throwing shit at 
each other. Those kids are gonna 
grow up in a war zone with a 
psychotic father and a slut of a 
mother.¬†

ZIGGY
Don't you ever talk about my wife 
that way!

Ziggy punches Donny in the face sending him to the ground 
again.
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DONNY
You're gonna ruin you playing hand 
like that, for one fucking punch! 
You're nothing but a goddamn pansy 
wannabe, you couldn't hold it 
together for two fucking seconds.

ZIGGY
At least I'm not a fucking 
pedophile!

Donny glares at Ziggy.

ZIGGY (CONT’D)
What is she 16, 17 maybe. Is that 
how you pick up women you find 
young girls who are fans of the 
band and promise them to see us for 
sex? Why am I the fucking psycho 
again?

DONNY
You know what, I'm done with you. 
go flush your fucking life away. Go 
disappear somewhere, you'll never 
work again. Your music is dead for 
good, no one has to hear your shit 
lyrics or your half ass playing 
anymore. You'll just be a flash in 
everyone's memory.

ZIGGY
You're a fucking disgrace I'm out 
of here.

Ziggy leaves, Donny is still having trouble composing himself 
in the alley.

INT. NEW BREED'S HOTEL ROOM -- NIGHT

Ziggy comes back from his fight with Donny, his hand swollen. 
He sees that Garrett has passed out in a chair. Clayton and 
Rodger are playing cards...

ZIGGY
Hey, is she still in there?

CLAYTON
Yeah she's been screaming though.

ZIGGY
About what?
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CLAYTON
No clue.

Ziggy enters the bedroom to find the bathroom door open. He 
looks in to find Polly sitting on the toilet, lid down, with 
her head held low and a small black book in her hand. She 
looks up her making is running from tears.

ZIGGY
What are you doing?

POLLY
What's this?

ZIGGY
My journal. Did you go through my 
stuff?

POLLY
You say that like I'm not your 
wife.

ZIGGY
It's just really personal, that's 
all.

POLLY
I can tell. I'm not much of a 
reader but I can really get into 
things that are all about me. 
Especially a fucking smear piece.

She gets up and hits Ziggy with the book and then storms out 
into the bedroom.

POLLY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
Why do you have such a problem with 
me? This book is filled how much 
you hate me using and how I can be 
such a bitch and anything else you 
wanna ridicule me for!

ZIGGY
Did you even really read it!? there 
are plenty of times when I talk 
about how much I love you and the 
kids and how well the bands doing. 
It's not for writing down your 
shortcomings, it's really not.

POLLY
Just answer me this, did you think 
I was using while I was pregnant 
with the twins? Hm?
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ZIGGY
It seemed suspicious, but I 
honestly doubt-

POLLY
Oh bullshit, you fucking suck! 
Maybe we should split up. I don't 
want the kids growing up with a 
father like this.

Polly grabs her bag and heads for the door walking through 
the card game.

ZIGGY
Pols let's talk about this. You're 
over reacting!

INT. HOTEL HALLWAY -- CONTINUOUS

POLLY
(while walking down the 
hall)

I'm taking the kids to my sister's, 
don't call. I'll talk to you once 
the tour's over so we can talk 
custody.

Polly hits the elevator button.

ZIGGY
Babe listen-

POLLY
Babe? I remember that song. It was 
for me right? Although you could've 
been lying about that too. Stop 
following me or I'll call the cops.

Polly gets in the elevator and the doors close on Ziggy, 
crushed. After the doors close Ziggy breaks down crying and 
falls to the ground.

EXT. HOTEL FRONT ENTRANCE -- NIGHT

Ziggy, in a hoodie and sunglasses, leaves the hotel and is 
walking down the driveway where he is met by Vallory again.

VALLORY
Ziggy!
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ZIGGY
Hey, shh! What are you still doing 
here?

VALLORY
I'm waiting for my ride home. Where 
you going?

ZIGGY
Home too, kinda.

VALLORY
You're house is half an hour 
outside the city by car. No way you 
can walk there.

ZIGGY
I'm not going home home. I have a 
small apartment a couple blocks 
from here. It's a little hideaway 
for me.

VALLORY
Tour life getting to you?

ZIGGY
Yeah you could say that.

VALLORY
So is this really your number?

Vallory takes out the napkin from earlier.

ZIGGY
For my house, yes.

VALLORY
So you really trust me with this? I 
could go to the press with this.

ZIGGY
You won't. You cherish it too much. 
I use to be a fan just like you, ya 
know.

VALLORY
But I bet you never got to talk to 
them for this long.

ZIGGY
True, but your acting like this 
conversation is over.
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VALLORY
Well I was gonna let you go, I have 
no right to occupy your time.

ZIGGY
Neither does my music with 
your's...Do you wanna come with me?

VALLORY
To The Sanctuary?

ZIGGY
How did you know I call it that?

VALLORY
You reference it in your songs 
sometimes and some interviews too, 
and it's not very original. But yes 
it would make my life to go with 
you.

ZIGGY
Well let's go shall we?

Ziggy puts his arm out, Vallory wraps her arm around his. 
They head of down the sidewalk.

INT. THE SANCTUARY -- NIGHT

The door is sticking before finally Ziggy shoves it open. The 
apartment is divey with papers everywhere and an old ratty 
couch. On the couch is a beat up lefty acoustic guitar.

ZIGGY
Welcome to the inside of my head.

VALLORY
This is incredible, are these 
lyrics?

ZIGGY
Yep, most of these are chords and 
lyrics.

VALLORY
That's Marigold!

Vallory points at the guitar on the couch. She runs over to 
it, and looks back at Ziggy.

ZIGGY
Go ahead.
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Vallory picks up the guitar and sits on the couch. Ziggy 
comes and sits next to her. She begins to play a few chords.

VALLORY
I can't believe I'm doing this 
right now.

ZIGGY
You're pretty good, you're a lefty 
too?

VALLORY
Yeah you're the only other lefty I 
know actually. You're the reason I 
started playing.

ZIGGY
Everyone should play, it makes the 
world a more interesting place. You 
can change a lot with music.

VALLORY
Yeah you can change the world with 
a couple good songs.

ZIGGY
That's fairly true, but you can 
change a lot while making the music 
too, don't forget that.

VALLORY
I'm eighteen I'm changing a lot 
anyway.

ZIGGY
You're eighteen? I thought you were 
much younger.

VALLORY
Most people do, I think it's 'cause 
I'm small. I really hate being 
fucking small.

ZIGGY
Don't get down on yourself like 
that. I was always called out for 
being too small as a kid. You know 
what I did?

There is a pause.

ZIGGY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
I wrote a song called Big Kids Die 
Quick and then it stopped.
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VALLORY
That was on the Bare Knuckles 
mixtape. You did that when you were

ZIGGY
Yeah it's still one of my favorite 
songs.

VALLORY
Me too, although I'm really 
starting to dig Too From To, off 
the new album.

ZIGGY
That's about my kids.

VALLORY
I figured, what are kids like?

ZIGGY
Why? are you having some?

VALLORY
Fuck no, I mean not yet at least 
I'm still trying to figure myself 
out. I'm just curious what they're 
like?

ZIGGY
Honestly going into have a kid I 
was really nervous and then when I 
found out it was kids, plural, I 
freaked even more but honestly, 
they're the best thing to happen to 
me. They helped me get over the 
problems I had with my parents 
growing up.

VALLORY
What were the legendary Mr. and 
Mrs. Royal like?

ZIGGY
Honestly? Fucking scumbags. They 
were made for each other in a 
twisted way. Terrible parents 
though.

Ziggy finally takes of the sunglasses to reveal that he's 
been crying, Vallory notices this.

VALLORY
So what happened tonight?
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ZIGGY
Me and Polly are getting divorced.

VALLORY
What? Why?

ZIGGY
She thinks I'm hellbent on pointing 
out all of her faults. She using 
again so she's all out of whack. 
Hey whatever happened to your ride? 
Are they coming to get you?

VALLORY
Why? do you want me to leave?

ZIGGY
Oh no, no! I was just wondering.

VALLORY
Can I be totally honest with you?

ZIGGY
Please.

VALLORY
I'm homeless.

ZIGGY
I honestly figured that. It's not 
everyday that I see a girl that 
looks like you trying to turn 
tricks at a hotel for old men. But 
when I do I know they're homeless.

VALLORY
Yeah I think your parents and mine 
probably hang out a lot. They're 
like the same people. So I'm on my 
own, have been for a while now.

ZIGGY
So you need a place to stay?

VALLORY
Technically, why?

ZIGGY
Do you want to stay at my place?

VALLORY
No, this would be too much.
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ZIGGY
No I meant my house.

VALLORY
That's a six million dollar house.

ZIGGY
Yes, yes it is. I'm gonna be gone 
and Polly has the kids at her 
sister's for the foreseeable 
future. Take it please.

Ziggy take the key of his key chain. Vallory looks at it for 
a second and then takes it. She then hugs Ziggy.

VALLORY
Thank you so much.

Vallory begins to cry.

VALLORY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
This means so much to me, I'll owe 
you forever.

She pulls her face way from his shoulder, keep her face close 
to his, she leans in to kiss him, he pulls back...

ZIGGY
We can't.

VALLORY
I'm sorry, I shouldn't have done 
that I'm really sorry. I just 
thought I could cheer you up.

ZIGGY
There's probably something that 
will cheer me up but nothing you 
can do for me right now...But there 
is something I want you to do for 
me in the long run.

VALLORY
What? I'll do anything. Name it.

ZIGGY
I see a lot in you, a lot of what¬† 
I saw in myself. So cut your hair, 
dye it a loud color, start writing 
songs, form a band, slay the world, 
and always stick to your truth, 
always, always. It's a tall order 
but I think you of all people can 
do it.
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VALLORY
I promise. I'll make you proud.

ZIGGY
Don't really do it for me, do it 
for yourself. Do it for your 
art...and for the love of God take 
Marigold with you.

VALLORY
Really? Wow! This is a lot for one 
night.

ZIGGY
It's actually the morning.

VALLORY
Oh shit really? Fuck. I'm late for 
work, I gotta go, I'm really sorry.

ZIGGY
No,no. Go, live your life.

VALLORY
Thanks so much again.

Vallory hugs Ziggy again.

ZIGGY
I never got your name.

VALLORY
Oh I'm Vallory.

ZIGGY
Hi Vallory, I'm gonna call you V. 
It's more badass.

VALLORY
Very cool. Well I'll talk to you 
soon hopefully.

ZIGGY
In time kiddo, in time.

Vallory leaves the apartment. Ziggy goes over the the desk 
and grabs a song sheet titled ALL THAT REMAINS and begins to 
write on the back. The sun begins to rise over the buildings. 
Ziggy finishes writing with tears falling on the paper. He 
picks it up and opens the right top drawer and pulls out a 
small revolver, loaded. He goes over to the couch and sits in 
the middle, placing the paper next to him he looks up at the 
ceiling and puts the gun in his mouth and pulls the trigger, 
Ziggy is dead.
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INT. NEW BREED'S HOTEL ROOM -- MORNING

Clayton, Garrett, and Rodger are all asleep when there is a 
loud banging on the door. Clayton gets up and opens the door, 
it's Donnie sporting a black eye from the fight last night.

CLAYTON
Jesus Don what the hell happened to 
you?

DONNY
Your mother, what the fuck does it 
matter? Where's Ziggy?

CLAYTON
Good question. He got into a fight 
with Polly last night and then took 
off after. We waited up all night 
to see if he would come home, no 
luck.

DONNY
Well I'll call Polly then.

CLAYTON
She won't know. She called me right 
before I passed out and asked the 
same thing. She apparently was 
bugging out last night and feels 
bad about what happened. But alas 
no one seems to know where he is.

DONNY
Is he home?

CLAYTON
Nope, Polly went there last night 
hoping to run into him.

DONNY
Is there anywhere else he would go?

CLAYTON
He'd only go one place Donny, I 
mean last night he was rambling 
about the Neon Palm maybe he went 
there.

DONNY
Well let's head there then I don't 
wanna chance him getting into 
trouble.
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INT. THE ROYAL HOUSE -- KITCHEN -- DAY

Polly is on the phone with Clayton while her sister is 
feeding Penny and Kurtis. Clayton has gone with Donny to the 
Neon Palm, no sign of Ziggy.

POLLY
(on the phone)

So they said they didn't see him 
all night? Damn okay well keep 
looking and I'll make sure to call 
you if he turns up here, okay, bye 
now.

Polly hangs up.

POLLY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
They have no clue where he is 
still. I can't believe this Ziggy 
never pulls anything like this.

Suddenly the front door opens. Polly shocked runs over to the 
front door to find Vallory trying to tiptoe inside, holding 
Marigold. Polly and Vallory lock eyes...

POLLY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
Who the hell are you?

VALLORY
You must be Polly, it's really nice 
to-

POLLY
Save it, where's my husband? Out 
with you? Getting his rocks off?

VALLORY
He said you weren't gonna be here.

POLLY
Of course he did, now where is he?

VALLORY
I assume back at the hotel with the 
band.

POLLY
No he's not 'cause they don't know 
where he is either.

VALLORY
What?
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POLLY
Don't play dumb with me if you know 
where he is you need to tell me 
right now.

VALLORY
He's at the sanctuary.

POLLY
What the fuck is that?

VALLORY
His apartment on Monroe Street 
downtown. I can take you there.

POLLY
Oh you will, I need to call Donny.

Polly dials Donnie on the phone.

POLLY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
(on the phone)

Hey Don, it's me he's at some 
apartment he has on Monroe 
Street... Did you know about it?... 
I didn't either...Okay I'll see you 
there, bye.

Polly hangs up.

POLLY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
Let's go, now.

EXT. THE SANCTUARY -- ENTRANCE -- DAY

Polly pulls up with Vallory outside of Ziggy's apartment. 
They are quickly met by Donny and Clayton who had just 
arrived as well. Polly and Vallory get out of the car.

DONNY
What the hell is she doing here?

POLLY
Who? Her? She showed up at my 
house. She said her would be here. 
Do you two know each other?

DONNY
Um, no I just saw her in the lobby 
of the hotel last night. Not 
surprising some little hussy has 
something to do with this.
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VALLORY
Shut the fuck up. I could ruin you 
right now. So just stop.

Donny looks a bit scared but does agree to stop.

DONNY
Fine.

CLAYTON
So I think me and Don should go in 
first, see if he is really here. 
What number is he?

¬†VALLORY
He's number 5, fourth floor.

POLLY
I think I should go with you two, 
I'm the one who's married to him.

CLAYTON
Fine.

Clayton looks right at Vallory.

CLAYTON(CONT.) (CONT’D)
You need to stay right here okay?

VALLORY
(nodding)

Yep.

CLAYTON
Good let's go.

Clayton, Donny, and Polly enter the building.

INT. THE SANCTUARY -- OUTSIDE FRONT DOOR -- DAY

Clayton, Donny, and Polly get to the front door. Clayton 
begins to look around the front door...

CLAYTON
Do you think he kept a spare key 
around?

POLLY
Did you even try the door yet? He 
never locks the doors at home.

Polly twists the knob on the door, it opens.
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POLLY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
See?

The door swings wide open, Polly moves past Clayton and Donny 
in front of her to get into the apartment first. She glares 
around the corner to see Ziggy on the couch, blood is all 
over the wall. She in shock screams and falls to the ground, 
Clayton and Donny rush in to see the same. The three are in 
shock. Clayton begins to cry...

CLAYTON
(crying)

What the fuck? What the fuck!? 
C'mon man! Jesus Christ!

Donny gets on the phone and calls 911. Clayton goes over to 
console the collapsed Polly. He tries to comfort he but she 
shrugs him off...

POLLY
(hysterical)

Don't you fucking touch me!

EXT. THE SANCTUARY -- ENTRANCE -- DAY

Vallory knows something is wrong, they have been gone for too 
long. Sirens can be heard in the distance. Vallory starts to 
become nervous. Donny rushes out from inside of the building 
and up to Vallory...

DONNY
What the fuck did you do to him? 
Hm? Why did you kill him?

VALLORY
He's dead!?

Vallory begins to cry uncontrollably.¬†

DONNY
No, don't you fucking do this shit. 
This 'Oh my what? He's dead?' shit 
It's a fucking ruse.

Vallory starts to shake slightly.

DONNY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
So why did you do it? Was it 'cause 
you really wanted to stick it to me 
for last night? Did you feel like 
you could make a name for yourself? 
What is it?
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VALLORY
I didn't kill him I swear! He means 
the world to me why would I do 
that?

DONNY
I don't know how psychos work?! But 
I do know what they look like!

Vallory slaps Donny in the face. Donny goes to lunge back at 
her but Clayton comes back out...

CLAYTON
Hey! Stop it! We found a note. It's 
his.

Donny looks back at Clayton with a somber face. Vallory 
continues to cry. The ambulance arrives.

INT. NEW BREED'S HOTEL ROOM -- DAY

Garrett and Rodger are still sleeping. Clayton bursts through 
the door waking them up...

GARRETT
Jesus Clayton don't freak me out 
like that!

Garrett notices that Clayton had been crying and looks all 
out of sorts.

GARRETT(CONT.) (CONT’D)
Wait what's going on?

CLAYTON
It's Ziggy.

Clayton starts tearing up again.

CLAYTON(CONT.) (CONT’D)
He's dead.

GARRETT
What!?

CLAYTON
(crying)

He's gone. He's fucking gone.

Garrett hugs Clayton. Rodger still sits in a chair in shock. 
Vallory comes in door, everyone turns to look at her. She is 
still a mess as well.
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VALLORY
Polly and Donny are with the body. 
They sent me here.

GARRETT
Were you a fan?

VALLORY
You guys are like my family.

CLAYTON
Get in here.

Vallory runs over and joins the hug with Clayton and Garrett. 
Rodger gets and comforts them. the hug breaks and they all 
sit down.

RODGER
(to Vallory)

So how did you find us?

CLAYTON
She was with Ziggy last night.

RODGER
Doing what?

VALLORY
We were just talking he invited me 
over to his apartment. He was so 
sweet he told me I could babysit 
for him sometime and that I could 
stay his house.

CLAYTON
You're homeless?

Vallory nods.

VALLORY
He even gave me Marigold.

GARRETT
What did he say to you?

VALLORY
We just talked like any two people 
would. He told me about the kids 
and the band, he even told me about 
the divorce.

CLAYTON
Did he seem sad?
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VALLORY
I could tell before I ran into him 
he had been crying but when we were 
talking he seem very content a 
little somber but, content.

CLAYTON
He didn't mention anything about 
suicide?

VALLORY
No. He was really supportive of me 
he told me to go and start a band, 
make some music you know, but the 
last thing he said was "stick to 
your truth" whatever that means.

GARRETT
He was always a firm believer in 
that sort of stuff. He told us a 
lot about his "truth" too.

VALLORY
I feel like I caused this, I feel 
like I killed him.

CLAYTON
Don't. You were the last person to 
see him alive. He must have 
respected you to have you be the 
last person he talked to.

Donny bursts through the door.

DONNY
Okay, time for check out. C'mon 
let's go.

GARRETT
Where are we going?

DONNY
Ziggy's house the police wanna talk 
to us there, all of us.

Donny looks over at Vallory.

DONNY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
We need to hurry the media has 
already gotten wind of this.

The band rushes around to grab their things and quickly heads 
for the door.
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INT. THE ROYAL HOUSE -- DINNING ROOM -- DAY

Clayton, Garrett, Rodger, and Vallory sit on one side of the 
table. Polly, Donny and DETECTIVE MULLEN sit on the other 
side. Detective Mullen is asking questions...

DETECTIVE MULLEN
(to Vallory)

So you're saying you had no prior 
relationship with the deceased 
before last night?

VALLORY
No. I had been a fan before that 
but never met, no.

DETECTIVE MULLEN
Did you have a sexual infatuation 
with Mr. Royal?

VALLORY
What?! What sort of fucking 
question is that!?

DETECTIVE MULLEN
Please, calm down it's procedure.

VALLORY
Is it? Is it procedure to try to 
paint me in a corner like this? 
Everyone today thinks I'm some sort 
of psycho fan who killed Ziggy to 
prove some point. I'm beginning to 
think I was the only one who really 
knew him.

POLLY
Shut up! You're just some band 
hussy! You never really knew my 
husband!

DETECTIVE MULLEN
Ladies please! Calm down! I have a 
job to do here so save the 
bullshit...Now does this look 
familiar?

Mullen pushes a plastic bag with the suicide note inside it 
over to Vallory. Vallory puts her hand on it and reads for a 
moment, then flips it over...

VALLORY
This is a song?
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DETECTIVE MULLEN
Do you know the song?

VALLORY
No, I've never see this before.

DETECTIVE MULLEN
If you could flip it back over to 
the note please.

Vallory flips it over.

DETECTIVE MULLEN(CONT.) (CONT’D)
He does name someone by V in this. 
Is that you?

VALLORY
Yeah I guess. That was the nickname 
he gave me last night.

DETECTIVE MULLEN
Seems like for one night you two 
became very close.

Vallory begins to tear up again.

VALLORY
I guess so.

DETECTIVE MULLEN
I have enough to go on for now, 
let's take a break.

INT. THE ROYAL HOUSE -- KITCHEN -- CONTINUOUS

Mullen, Donny, and Polly get up at walk to the kitchen. 
Vallory hears a commotion outside. She goes to look and is 
joined by the band. She looks outside to see hundreds 
gathering around the gates of the house.

VALLORY
Look at them all.

CLAYTON
Here to pay there respects.

VALLORY
I never seen so many.

CLAYTON
Ziggy touched a lot of people.
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VALLORY
So have you three.

CLAYTON
Technically but, fifty years down 
the road when we're old and gray 
everyone is going to remember how 
much they miss Ziggy.

VALLORY
Don't be negative like that, he 
would hate that.

CLAYTON
It's not being negative. That's the 
type of person Ziggy was. He was 
the voice of a generation of lost 
souls. We just gave him the music 
to get his words out.

VALLORY
Well it looks like the lost souls 
don't seem so lost anymore.

Vallory looks at all the people talking outside the gates. 
She looks determined...

VALLORY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
I wanna go talk to them.

CLAYTON
Why? Who knows what they'll do to 
you.

VALLORY
I am one of them and I don't care. 
If last night doesn't happen I'd be 
out there with them anyway.

Vallory rushes through the house and out the door.

EXT. ROYAL HOUSE -- THE GATES -- CONTINUOUS

Vallory goes down the front gates where most of the fans are. 
She heads towards a young girl, thirteen maybe, tears in her 
eyes.

VALLORY
Hey there.

YOUNG GIRL
Hello. Are you Ziggy's sister or 
something?
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VALLORY
No, just a friend. How are you?

YOUNG GIRL
I feel broken.

VALLORY
Me too. This is hard, isn't it?

The girl nods.

VALLORY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
Well think of it this way. He would 
wants us to go on with our lives 
and play music and not be sad.

YOUNG GIRL
What am I gonna do though? New 
Breed was my life.

VALLORY
Keep listening to there music and 
think about how happy it makes you. 
That's the best thing you can do.

YOUNG GIRL
Thanks for talking to me, it helped 
a little.

Vallory smiles but is interrupted by a boy her age.

BOY
Hey!

VALLORY
Yeah?

BOY
So did Ziggy really kill himself?

VALLORY
I think so. There was a note.

BOY
What did it say?

VALLORY
I don't really know. I haven't 
really been able to read it.

BOY
Bring it out here, read it to us.
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VALLORY
I don't know if I can.

BOY
Note!Note!Note!Note!

The whole crowd starts chanting.

CROWD
Note!Note!Note!Note!

Vallory runs back inside.

INT. THE ROYAL HOUSE -- KITCHEN -- CONTINUOUS

Vallory walks in and goes to Mullen. The band is talking with 
Polly and Donny.

VALLORY
I want the note.

DETECTIVE MULLEN
What? Why?

VALLORY
The fans want me to read it.

DETECTIVE MULLEN
No. This is evidence I can't let 
you divulge this to the public.

VALLORY
They're going nuts out there. If 
you don't let me read that note 
you're going to have some of the 
world's most rabid fans going 
absolutely ape shit. I don't think 
you really want to continue an 
investigation in the middle of a 
riot.

Mullen thinks it over for a second and quietly hands over the 
note. Clayton comes up to Vallory...

CLAYTON
Hey I can get one of Ziggy's mic 
systems from upstairs gimme a sec.

EXT. ROYAL HOUSE -- THE GATES -- DAY

Clayton plugs the speakers in. He hands the microphone over 
to Vallory.
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VALLORY
Are you sure you don't want to read 
it? You two started this band.

CLAYTON
Trust me he liked what he saw in 
you. I'd piss him off if I didn't 
let you read this.

Clayton nods and walks back to the front door. Vallory turns 
and faces the crowd...

VALLORY
(to crowd)

Hey. I know we all feel like we 
have a hole in our hearts right now 
but maybe hearing Ziggy's last 
words will make this easier for us.

Vallory pauses and begins to read.

VALLORY(CONT.) (CONT’D)
"Dear friends and family. I have 
written over a thousand songs and 
yet I find myself here struggling 
to find the words. I have felt this 
overgrowing sensation lately of 
pure emptiness. Going out every 
night preforming has become painful 
and has lacked the thrill it once 
gave me. I have just become another 
cog in the engine losing my art in 
the process. This is not to say 
that anyone should not make music, 
it is actually the opposite. I wish 
for everyone to make music, that 
alone could change the world. Just 
make sure that you never stray from 
first intentions, becoming 
something you never intended to me. 
I see young artists everyday that 
give me hope for the future of true 
music. I see people like V and know 
that someday they will become more 
prolific than any other force in 
the world. I hope both of my kids, 
blind to their father's end, become 
better than I could ever be. It 
pains me, worse than my poisoned 
lungs, to do this but I'm burnt 
out. To Polly, Kurtis, and Penny I 
will always be waiting to see you 
again. Life will be better with out 
me, I love you."
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Vallory is in tears. There is silence, she shuffles back 
inside.

INT. VALLORY'S HOUSE -- DAY -- THREE MONTHS LATER

Vallory is in her new house, a gift from the band. She is in 
the kitchen making tea, there is a knock at the door. She 
goes to answer it, it's Clayton.

VALLORY
Hey.

CLAYTON
Hey there. Can I come in?

VALLORY
Yeah sure, sure.

Vallory and Clayton sit in the living room. Clayton sits on 
the couch, next to Marigold. Vallory sits in a chair.

VALLORY (CONT’D)
So why the visit?

CLAYTON
I have a gift for you.

VALLORY
Really? I mean you've already given 
me so much with the house and 
everything I don't know if I can 
really take this.

CLAYTON
I think you'll really want this.

Clayton pulls out Ziggy's note. He looks up at Vallory, she 
is frozen...

VALLORY
All that does is make me sad. Why 
would I want that?

CLAYTON
Because of what's on the back.

VALLORY
The song? What would I do with 
that? It doesn't belong in a frame 
in my house. It belongs with the 
band for the next album.
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CLAYTON
There is no next album.

VALLORY
What?

CLAYTON
We're done. All this shit with Zig 
made us see how poisonous this band 
life is. I have a two month old son 
at home I wanna be apart of his 
life as long as I can. But you're 
starting in music right?

VALLORY
Yeah I just started a band.

CLAYTON
I heard those tracks you sent me, 
they're pretty killer. You have a 
lot of potential but you need 
guidance. I wanna help you.

VALLORY
With this song?

CLAYTON
More than that, I wanna manage your 
band. Give you the advice I wish I 
had at your age.

VALLORY
Really? That's be amazing!

CLAYTON
Yeah but we do this totally indie, 
no Donnys. None of that bullshit. 
We do this on OUR terms.

VALLORY
Okay, I'm in.

CLAYTON
So what's the name of the band?

VALLORY
The Lost Souls.

CLAYTON
Really? I thought you'd use 
something Ziggy said?
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VALLORY
Ziggy would've loved the name, I 
know it. He also thought you were 
brilliant, so why are you 
complaining?

CLAYTON
I guess that is true. So let's go 
you're gonna need this.

Clayton hands the song to Vallory.

CLAYTON(CONT.) (CONT’D)
...And this.

Clayton hands Marigold to Vallory.

VALLORY
I have to play? Right now?

CLAYTON
Yes I wanna see you kill this.

Vallory looks down at the sheet.

VALLORY
Alright, All That Remains take one. 
Here we go.

CUT TO BLACK

ROLL CREDITS

¬†
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